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Abstract: In his article "Reading English Literature and Korean Scholars' Search for 'Authentic
Subjectivity'" Jonggab Kim discusses the ambivalence of Korean scholars toward the reading and
analysis of English-language literature because of its perceived threat to Korean national identity and
a route to internationalization. Kim's study is an attempt to evaluate a dual strategy of reading, one
that involves both sympathy and antipathy. Kim postulates that what Korean scholars need is not a
national practice of reading, but the type of reading that takes into account Korea's historical situation
with the knowledge of the field or period of the text. Based on the notion of the Korean concept of
"authentic subjectivity" (
juchesung), Kim examines the growing confidence of Korean scholars
on the one hand and their insecurity and sense of anxiety over asserting their subjectivity in the production of scholarship.
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Jonggab Kim
Reading English Literature and Korean Scholars' Search for 'Authentic Subjectivity'"
Korea experienced occupation and colonialism by imperial Japan and following its liberation in 1945
continued to experience the effects of colonialism by US-American military occupation. This situation
impacted in significant ways on education including the teaching of and scholarship on Englishlanguage literatures (in Korea, similar to Taiwan, it is US-American literature that is often focused on).
Korean scholars find themselves implicated in a colonial/anti-colonial context at the core of which lies
the question of their "authentic subjectivity" (
juchesung).
juchesung is difficult to translate because there is no straightforward equivalent in Western cultures. North Korea developed its juche ideology to justify the ideal of independence with its essential
component of an independent stand or spirit of self-reliance devised to counterweigh US-American influence and thus juche's spirit of self-reliance as the opposite of servile subjection is the essence of
juchesung (see, e.g., Hong). It functions as a political strategy of resisting US-American subjectification for authentic national subjectification (juchesung also differs from the subjecthood of the grammatical subject and from the distinction between appearance and reality). Finally, juchesung has nothing to do with epistemological subjectivity as opposed to objectivity. The fact that North Korea adopted
the juche ideology to strengthen its self-reliance and to justify its antagonism to the U.S. suggests
that at the center of juchesung lies a power dialectic according to which if there is no resistance one
loses independence and falls into the state of a colonized subject. However, to some extent Hegel's dialectic of recognition catches the context of juchesung: juche is ontological, not epistemological. In
English, "subjective" implies limitations of one's own perspective, one cannot see all, and to see is inevitably also not to see what lies outside one's focus (i.e., Merleau-Ponty's thought).
Contrary to the somewhat similar conceptualization of the notion in English, juchesung is not a
limitation, but an active power to assert oneself and prevail over the other. This difference has farreaching political ramifications and determines the dialectics of reading. Take Conrad's Heart of Darkness for example: a subjective general reading in English implies a "naive" act of reading, ignoring the
structure, stylistics, rhetoric, and so on of the text. In a juchesuk reading in Korean of the text lies on
a different horizon with no implication of negativity and nothing to do with the presence or absence of
cogito. A juchesuk reading makes the reader swell with self-confidence and expand like Whitman's
ego, appropriating the other to him/herself. Nietzsche said that the slave thinks too much and suffers
resentment, while the master enjoys to his heart's content with no need to think. The former finds his
identity in thinking, the latter in blithe jouissance: thinking is the symptom of defeatism and pathetic
self-consolation. A "Third World" critic's position is determined by his/her "subordinate" relation to
"First World" critics with the consequence that his/her sense and relevance are diminished and this
situation is of course untenable (on this, see, e.g., DeSousa, Henton, Ramanathan
<http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/clcweb/vol12/iss2/>).
A juchesuk reading is politically required for him/her to rescue him/herself from such a quagmire
of humiliation. On the other hand, a "First World" critic may have a privilege to indulge in the
jouissance of reading. But such a critic may be not only vulnerable to the charge of imperialism, but is
also castigated for being too subjective. Both the "Third World" critic and the "First World" critic may
be equally subjective, but result in so striking differences in consequence is that one is politically
praised and the other ethically blamed; one is exhorted to secure more being in ontological anxiety,
while the other is enjoined to think more to avoid subjectivity. Robert Young had this kind of anxiety in
mind when he wrote for the translation of his book that "the enduring lesson and object of Frantz Fanon: to reassert 'subjective power' in the face of oppressive forces (Young qtd. in Kim, Young-kyu 12).
The Korean translator (
[Young-kyu Kim]), who understood Young's intention better than English
words could express, rendered "subjective power" as "juchesuk power." For Yi-mun Park juchesung is
"identical with the spirit of independence, which demands one to act autonomously without blindly following the other's opinions" (85) and this suggests a juchesuk person should "live his or her life as the
master of him/herself" (Song 81-82): juchesung is authentic and independent subjectivity, the virtue
which Paik requires Koreans to cultivate for decolonization and hetero-modernization.
Nak-chung Paik suggested a "dual strategy" ("
"; unless indicated otherwise, all translations
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are mine) of reading, that is, reading with both "sympathy and antipathy" ("
"). Many
scholars joined him in upholding this idea resulting in the establishment of the community of "Scholars
for English Studies in Korea" and the publication of the journal
/
(In/Outside: English
Studies in Korea). But Paik and the scholars sharing his cause do not exhaust the meaning of the idea
of "authentic reading." While fully acknowledging their contribution to Koreanize English studies, in
this study I argue that their efforts are geared too much to an anticolonial problematic and are thus in
need of a switch to a postcolonial perspective without which they are in a vicious cycle reproducing a
binary master/slave dialectic. Further, I posit that more fundamental than authentic subjectivity is
theoretical positioning and that Paik's postulate is only one of the possible positions one can take:
juchesung ought be redefined in terms of positioning rather than in terms of literary nationalism (on
literary nationalism see also, e.g., Son <http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/clcweb/vol16/iss6/2>).
Since Koreans lost their country to Japan, their struggle to restore independence had been persistent. Writers believed that the creation of a national literature would keep their spirit free and independent from any type of colonialism. Wha Im, one of the most representative literary critics of the
time, lamented that the Japanese transplanted Western plants into the domestic soil. To his dismay,
Im found that he and his colleagues "were lost in confusion in historically incomparable anxiety" and
"the state of self-division is not psychologically motivated rupture, but the psychological reflection of
the divided and extremely heterogeneous world" (Im qtd. in Jo 293). If Koreans deprived of their culture are not really Koreans, we may then say that they are split between being and non-being. The
self is the other, the non-self. As such, Im found it imperative to build a unified juchesung, which he
defined as the "self-consciousness of men of letters" (Im qtd. in Jo 293). They were conscious of
themselves torn between being free and bound, Korean and Japanese, friends and enemies. However,
it should not be misunderstood that Im wanted to reject literary modernization altogether and return
to the premodern state. What he really wished, but failed to achieve was a dialectical synthesis, sublating the contradiction between the old (premodern) self and the foreign (modern) other.
The demand for juchesung manifested itself in diverse formulations from the beginning of the
1990s and since then numerous scholars expressed and express support for the notion. They
thought/think that it would now be time to abandon a colonial frame of mind and to assert themselves
culturally and thus we now have the "Korean Wave" (see, e.g., Cho; Ma). Two factors, one economic
and the other political, contributed to the rise of Korean self-confidence. First, the economic development of Korea in the latter half of the twentieth century induced worldwide wonder. But more important for intellectuals was the fact that democracy was finally established in 1987, although long delayed due to the economy-first policy under the military regime. Many intellectuals spoke, fought, and
wrote in support of the pro-democracy movement. Once democracy was realized, they turned their
minds to the cultural and academic project of national renewal. Most outspoken among those who
bemoaned the loss of juchesung were Hae-Joang Cho and Young-min Kim. Kim made scathing accusations of self-deception against intellectuals for their "canon-centered ideology" and "thesis-centrism."
Similarly, Cho called Korean society colonial that does not produce its own theoretical frameworks.
Korean scholars of Anglo-American literature were more vulnerable to the stigma of coloniality
than those in other disciplines, since their learning itself betrayed their reliance on the English language and literature (mostly US-American). To show too much sympathy with and interest in AngloAmerican culture may deprive them of their already shrunken subjectivity, but they do not have the
luxury of escape into ignorance. The explanation of the cultural burden scholars of English literature
and culture have to embrace would not be complete without mentioning the growing institutional impact of English as today's lingua franca. Scholars of foreign literatures other than English can be satisfied fulfilling their roles as "importers" and translators of the culture they study, but the large number
of departments of English does not allow such an easy way out. According to the Korean Center for
Education, in 2013 there were 1661 university professors of English, but only 812 professors of Korean and 231 each in French and German. The university reforms of the mid-1990s contributed to the
enlargement of the gap between English and other European literatures and scholars of English began
to feel obliged to tackle historically important tasks and more than the introduction of English literature and literary theory. And in this vein Jin-hyun Kim has characterized the country metaphorically as
"a child mentally retarded and premature at the same time" ("Title" 10). Premature in that it jumped
from being an underdeveloped country to being a developed one within only two generations, but at
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the same time remained immature and sometimes imitating Japan and the United States.
Modern Korea aside, in the early days of English literature instruction, scholars were not much
aware of the double bind English imposed on them. Their dream at that time was not a subjective
study of English nor competition with industrially advanced countries, but merely faithful imitation and
adjustment in order to bridge the gap between Korea and industrially advanced Western countries,
primarily the U.S. U-chang Kim conceptualized such an attitude as "Bovarysme" in an "attraction to
Western Literature" based on his notion about the inclination of "Third World" people to find their ideals not at home, but in European culture. But when a large number of scholars with PhDs from the
U.S. began to teach and write in Korea, the situation changed radically. The fact that the gap between
Korea and European countries and the U.S. has been reduced is, however, not a pure blessing in my
opinion: it also means that the may differences between Korea and the West have been lost too. It
was thus natural that from the early 1990s scholars began to move to question the value of English
education. The most prominent and influential respondent to this demand was Paik. Bruce Cumings
mentioned that he is "a remarkable combination of scholar, author, critic, and activist" (vii) and whom
Ji-kwan Yoon appraised as a better thinker than Edward W. Said ("Secularity" 387-89). His major contribution to Korean academia lies in his formulation of a modern theory of national literature in conjunction with the historical condition of the colonized past. Literature for him is an essential component of the historical fight for the human emancipation. As such, Nam Young Chung explains the most
important of his thought is "the centrality of practice. Nothing can be further from his position than
theoretical contemplation" ("Paik Nak-chung" 80). From the early 1990s, Paik turned his attention to
the academic role of scholars of English-language literature and their duty as citizens. He thought the
value of Western literature does not inhere in itself, but depends on the social and cultural context of
its reception by Korean readers. Korea was forced to modernize and the aftereffects of modernization
still haunt Koreans: these two facts should be foregrounded in the practice of reading and interpretation. However, Paik did not reject Western literature completely and welcomed its enlightening and
emancipating function. For example, he would agree with Jung-whi Kwon that he chose English literature as a major because if he could come to know the West and that such knowledge would liberate
Korea from the yoke of Japan (see Kwon and Sin). As such, English literature was both repressive and
empowering, both colonial and enlightening. This ambivalent function of English led to a double bind:
to read was to be enchained in the name of enlightenment, but not to read was to remain regressive.
Scholars' evaluations of Anglo-American literature varied according to their position in relation to
the above-explained bipolar situation. For instance, U-chang Kim accepted English literature, although
not without reservations, locating its value in the discovery of interiority and the awakening of individual desire, which were new to Koreans immersed in the collective mindset of Confucianism. For Kim,
the phenomenon of cultural alienation occasioned by reading foreign literature was not limited to
"Third World" readers, but universal and global. Every culture causes foundationally the subject to become alienated from the self that has to be surrendered to the discourse of the other (Lacan). Such a
state of alienation is essential for the self's maturity and growth and by integrating the other into oneself, the ego's horizon expands and approaches the universal, an ongoing process through which we
come to dialogic agreement "universal value and truth of all human beings" (Kim, U-chang, "The Philosophy" 320) supposedly embedded in Western literature. From Paik's point of view, however, we may
infer that Kim makes an error by essentializing the historical fact of alienation as universal and thus
ignores the difference between colonized and colonizer. Paik states in no uncertain terms that "to
study English is disadvantageous for cultivating our juchesung" ("The Problem" 161) for Englishspeaking peoples have never suffered the pains of colonized Koreans. Paik's strategy of authentic
reading is composed of two conflicting elements: sympathy and antipathy. If the former pulls, the latter pushes, achieving equilibrium: thus, when we read foreign literature our reading should be both
sympathetic and antipathetic. The success or failure of our study of Western literature hinges on how
well we combine and harmonize these two opposites.
It is surprising that Paik chose the term
(jukgaesim "antipathy") in describing the act of
reading. Although the translated concept as "antipathy" has a stronger signification, in my view Paik's
choice was calculated prudently (see, e.g., Kang). For Paik, the underlying notion is that reading as an
act and performance becomes a problem of life and death, victory and defeat—rather than akin to the
Western perception the cultivation of taste—and thus for Koreans the reading of foreign literature is to
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be anchored to the pole of "the knowledge of Korean history along with some justifiable involvement
with national politics" ("National Literature" 190). In Paik's conceptualization there are two methods of
authentic reading: "From our own perspective we have to discover and make good use of some features of literary study which were foreign to or not fully appreciated by European scholars. And another lies in an interpretation different from those scholars of canonized works as works of the great
world, which is possible only after fully appreciating their values" ("National Literature" 202-03). If one
source of juchesung is in discovery, the other is in new interpretation. Paik thinks that Korean
knowledge of the West will lead to the revelation of what remains unnoticed by Westerners. However,
in spite of these apparent differences, discovery and interpretation converge on one important point,
namely the production of difference.
Paik's double strategy of reading forced him to reject postmodernism and postcolonialism. His
double strategy of reading goes hand in hand with his "double project of achieving and overcoming
modernity in line with the discourses of national literature and of the division system" (Paik, "National
Literature" 54). For Paik, postmodernism with its accoutrements, such as the death of the subject, rejection of realism, eclipse of reference, irresponsible pluralism celebrating the liberation of the signifier, and so on are characterized by negative, almost nihilistic attitudes to the traditional values of literature and realism. This explains why Paik was critical of the so-called age of theory charging that
theorists eschew the traditional task of the evaluation of the relative merits of literary production. In
"How to Understand Foreign Literature" he argued that the postmodern turn to value-free relativism is
the most US-American style of culture, that is, nationless culture denying the national identity of cultures and their difference. If this is the case, he concluded, the situation in reality reflects the operations of US-American capitalism, which hides itself behind a postmodern celebration of the loss of reference.
In a curious turn in Paik's devaluation of theoretical frameworks is that he viewed F.R. Leavis's
thought as his closest theoretical companion, sympathizing with his view of criticism as a political act
performed by endless readings, and sharing with him the sense of the importance of critical evaluation
and the critic's role in forming a literary tradition. Whenever occasion offered, Paik tried to persuade
students and junior scholars, who had not yet encountered Leavis, to learn from his practice of close
and evaluative reading. Such an effort bore fruit, resulting in an abundant publication of articles about
Leavis's work. Equally fascinating and instructive for Paik is his concept of the "third realm," an ontology of literature not veering into extreme subjectivism or objectivism as Chung wrote about Paik's
thought on Leavis ("Leavis' Criticism" 89-90). The third realm for Leavis is created out of the collective
act of reading, as a collaborative re-creation. This collective re-creation is exactly what Paik has aimed
at for his whole career as a literary critic and scholar.
Paik's call for juchesung reading has been followed by many scholars who felt critical about the
need to "catch up" with US-American scholarship. But not all agreed with Paik's double project. For
example, Seung-cheol Song questioned the validity of such a unity writing that "If it is a justifiable
sympathy, it contains in itself anger" (79) and Yoon asked how the harmonious combination of sympathy and antipathy might be realizable. Despite this criticism, most agreed on the imperative of
juchesung reading, thinking that without it they would become accomplices in English neoimperialism. This consensus gave birth to the journal In/Outside: English Studies in Korea in 1995
aiming at juchesung scholarship in the study of English-language literatures for "the cultural hegemony of the English-speaking world with the U.S at the center is becoming more and more vigorous and
extensive in the whole world" to such an extent that Korean identity is threatened, as written in the
journal's manifesto (see Lee and Sul). Their role as Korean citizens and scholars reflects Paik's double
strategy of reading, since they took it as the duty to "reveal and criticize negative sides of AngloAmerican literature, such as its colonial inclination, and to appropriate its positive value as the common heritage of humankind" (Lee and Sul 2). If such a constructive and critical reading could be practiced well, these scholars asserted that they would succeed in domesticating English and AngloAmerican literary studies in Korea would be Korean, not Anglo-American.
Dong-sik Kim asks the question of how to retrieve juchesung that was due to colonialism: "The
purpose of literary criticism is to answer the question how to build juche with writing" (170; here
juchesung being the attributes of juche corresponding to the relation between subjectivity and subject). The anguish of self-division has been the burden colonial intellectuals have had to suffer be-
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cause without it they would lose their identity completely. Paik recommended that Koreans' sympathetic reading should be counterbalanced by antipathy and posited that it is premature for Koreans to
embrace postcolonial discourses celebrating borderless nations, the end of identity, and so on. But the
problem here is that anticolonialism repeats colonialism in a reversed form thus dividing the world according to a master/slave binary. If Korean intellectuals are forced to keep hold of this anticolonial
consciousness, how can they overcome modernity? They run the risk, instead, of becoming reactive
critics full of resentment. For Hegel, such a dialectic is not perennial, but temporal, a brief stage in
world history where desire reigns. It is to his credit that Paik is aware of this danger of reactive criticism, which, he believes, can be avoided by extending the realm of "national literature" to include all
of the "Third World": "A double register as part of both a national and a world tradition" as Michael
Malouf summarizes David Damrosch's thought (50) and this can be applied to Paik's notion. For Hegel,
the next stage after the reign of desire is the regime of reason, with no bar dividing slave and master,
i.e., between the "First World" and the "Third World." The bar is replaced by the slash, as in
In/Outside—not the play of pros and cons, but of yin and yang, "not constrained by binary thinking"
(Yoon, "A New Horizon" 125). I think this is a manifestation of "overcoming," which Paik tried to
achieve in terms of the dual strategy of modernity, but ironically which caused him to fail for he was
too heavily embedded in anticolonialism.
In agreement with Paik, Eun-ai Sung, Gil-young Oh, Kyung-duk Lee, Myung-ho Lee, and In-chan
Pak argued that "transnational universalism is yet a dangerous self-deception" (28). So I posit that the
question to be asked is whether the study of postcolonialism is appropriate today? And one answer is
that the younger generation of Koreans who often travel and/or study in the U.S., find only differences
between Korea and U.S. but no superiority and inferiority (see Cho-han). Such a change is reflected
also in "a rapid departure from nationalism" resulting in the advent of new issues like hybridity,
transnationality, and diaspora (Hwang 50). juchesung, then, should be redefined under the light of an
emerging new problematic. If juchesung is to be understood in terms of truth, discursive truth should
not be confounded with demonstrative truth. "Truth" in literature is not something to be shown but
something textual to be read and interpreted. That is the reason why Nietzsche emphasized that truth
is created by the perspective one takes, so that there are as many truths as perspectives, as Alexander Nehamas explained in Nietzsche: Life as Literature. Truth in critical writing is justified by internal
coherence, not the idea of external correspondence. In Real Knowing: New Versions of Coherence
Theory, Linda Martín Alcoff, rejecting a view of truth referring "a transcendent phenomenon" argues
that "knowledge is ultimately a product of phenomena which are immanent to human belief systems"
(117). The problem, however, is that the "immanence" in literary criticism should lie in the text. As
such, the scholar and critic are obliged to make "explicit the conditions of its own discursive selfconstitution" and to give "a theoretical status to language in general" (Cossutta 182). What is crucial
here in this self-constituting "truth event" in the sense Alain Badiou defined in Being and Event, namely that the scholar's and critic's position or perspective is his/her positioning not Setzung to use Kant's
distinction in his The Critique of Critical Judgment: "Now the whole distinction which we draw between
the merely possible and the actual rests upon the fact that possibility signifies the position of the representation of a thing relatively to our conception, and, in general, to our capacity of thinking, whereas actuality signifies the positing [Setzung] of the thing in its immediate self-existence" (Part II, 56).
Here the latter is given naturally, while the former is invested with intentionality and then crystallized
by stages of discursive practice. If the latter gives rise to a natural subjectivity on the basis of nationality, sexuality, and so on, the former bears a positional, discursive subjectivity. The problem with
Leavis as well as with Paik lies in their confusion of the former with the latter; they justify their argument by referring to something external, saying "This is so, isn't it?" But as Chris Joyce pointed out,
such a claim of truth is internal, not external (36). Life, supposed to be outside the text, turns out to
be already inside, that is, the result of positioning.
Thus Paik's juchesung should be understood in terms of the scholar's and critic's position rather
than his/her national constitution. As for Paik, he is able to propose a double strategy of reading, because he takes an anticolonial position, not because he is Korean. His juchesung is not something given by his nationality, but something produced by a positioned critical practice. More fundamental than
juchesung is positioning and it is a position that instigates and produces truth. Yet, Paik belongs to the
realistic camp and claims that the truth of discourse is justified by its correspondence with reality. Of
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course, discourse is not purely self-referential, for the copula "is" refers to something outside the text,
not ontically, but ontologically to use the terms Heidegger uses in Being and Time. The relation between discourse, reality, and subjectivity is mediated by the order of meaning. Nationality or sexuality,
attached to the logic of Setzung, does not determine one's positioning: regardless of nationality one
can participate in the formation of a truth event. Then the concept of national literature, with its territorial, national, or linguistic borders, serves only as a disappearing mediator in the dialectical process
of literature's self-revelation, as Hegel delineated in his Phenomenology of the Spirit.
Proposing a world literature, Franco Moretti writes that we cannot but read too little or too much,
swinging "between the very small and the very large" with the danger of the disappearance of the text
as an entity (57). Yet, such a withdrawal of the text is not the final stage: it initiates its returning with
hydra-like multitude forming many-headed differences while blurring borders between in and out, major and minor, the center and the periphery; hierarchical difference between in and out is displaced by
the differential permutations of in/out (on this and in particular on the position and location of "minor"
literatures, see, e.g., D'haen <http://dx.doi.org/10.7771/1481-4374.2342>; Juvan
<http://dx.doi.org/10.7771/1481-4374.2343>). The difference reading produces moves in the
Foucauldian heterotopia of a centerless center, with the implication that the difference among Korean
scholars is more considerable than their difference from scholars in the U.S. It is the lesson of Jacques
Derrida that in the absence of center every periphery occupies the central position. Again what is essential is not Setzung, but theoretical positioning, constituting such a centerless play of difference.
Then what is juchesuk reading if not the reading through which the reader forms a new subjectivity
free of national dictation of fixed borders and participates in the formation of a heterotopia of world
literature? What constitutes the reader's juchesung is not filiation, but affiliation on the basis of which
scholars and critics of literature establish a new network and solidarity. If authentic reading in an anticolonial frame is characterized by resistance to shake off colonial burdens, in world literature juchesuk
reading proceeds like the play of a child, for whom concepts such as in and out, East and West, are
only toys to play with, as Nietzsche said in Thus Spoke Zarathustra.
If it is necessary to historicize a phenomenon of split subjectivity caused by the trauma of colonization, then it is also necessary to universalize such a split subjectivity produced by history rather
than relativizing it. If so, the self-alienation of Korean scholars of English-language literature is not only the burden they have to endure as "Third World" intellectuals, but the methodological necessity for
them to accept for their project of overcoming modernity. Is reading not the process of self-alienation,
the reader forgetting him/herself and becoming the "other" as Georges Poulet described the process of
reading and to whom U-chang Kim in "Philosophy of Foreign Literature Reception" fully subscribes?
Without such a self-alienation, reading falls into the empirical and ideological self-aggrandizement fattening its belly. As such, the intellectuals' split subjectivity is not something to be hurriedly unified, but
the very condition of reading, which self-reflective "First World" scholars and critics may envy. Is it not
the lesson of Paul de Man that reading should never be taken for granted? Then what is more exemplary of such a reading than Korean scholars whose discipline requires them to read Anglo-American
literature as foreign literature and admirable in that such an unfamiliarizing or self-imposed alienating
reading becomes their habitus to the extent that they read Korean literature and culture as foreign literature and culture? Every culture, the embodied form of spirit, already begins to be petrified the
moment it is materialized. That explains why we have to alienate ourselves from such a tradition in
order to dissolve it and give it a new life. As Heidegger said in What is Thinking, thinking is a process
of destroying what is familiar to us so that we can hear what is alien to us. If Korean scholars do not
find unheimlich in heimlich, how could they say they are alienated from themselves? Their split subjectivity caused by the shock of modernization trained them to read new as if old, out as if in, thus
their being embodying in/out play. In my opinion, it may be a good suggestion that the future of Anglo-American literature is in the hands of self-alienated non-Anglo-American scholars of AngloAmerican literature.
Note: Research for "Reading English Literature and Korean Scholars' Search for 'Authentic Subjectivity'" was
funded by Konkuk University.
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